dis-ability
noun \ dis-ə-ˈbi-lə-te\
A condition (such as an illness or an injury) that damages or limits a person’s physical or mental abilities

--- Merriam Webster Dictionary

Hi, parent/guardian!

I’m Darby Bolngg! Maybe your child has a disability and is learning to cope with it. Maybe you know someone with a disability and want to help your child see how that person is different and the same. This little book was written to help you teach your child about disabilities and help your child learn about people with disabilities. We created the book Darby Bolngg Has an Adventure and Meets a Person With Disabilities to teach kids about how life is different with a disability and inspire hope. Let’s get rollin’!

Darby Bolngg

ABILITIES, NOT DISABILITIES

In the book Darby Bolngg Has an Adventure and Meets a Person With Disabilities, kids join Darby and Kit Sprockette as they meet their friend Ian. Ian is a young man who has learned how to deal with his disability. Just like Darby’s shop with its many shapes, sizes and types of pouches and packs, Darby and Kit learn that all people are unique. But they also learn that kids with disabilities have the same interests and wishes as other kids.

The book starts out with a pre-test that you can have your kids take to see what they know about disabilities before reading the book. Have them take the test again at the end of the book to see what they’ve learned and compare their answers.

DISCLAIMER. This book provides general information about disabilities and health-related issues. This information does not constitute medical advice and is not intended to be used as a solitary reference on the subject matter, for the diagnosis or treatment of a health problem, or as a substitute for consulting a licensed healthcare professional. Consult with a qualified physician or healthcare practitioner to discuss specific individual issues or health needs, and to professionally address personal, emotional, health, physical, nutritional or medical concerns.
TALK WITH YOUR CHILD ABOUT KIDS WITH DISABILITIES

It’s likely that your child knows someone with a disability. The person may be a classmate, a neighbor, someone from church or a relative. But if not, your child may bombard you with a steady stream of questions as to what’s up with this person who seems so different. The way you react can have a major impact on how your child reacts to people with disabilities as she or he grows up.

TEACH INCLUSION AND ACCEPTANCE!

Let your child see that a person with a disability is invited and welcomed in all activities and events.

Make sure your child knows that different doesn’t mean bad. A person with a physical disability is often intelligent and gifted in other areas. Find out!

Talk about disabilities in an open and normal way, so the matter seems natural and easy to discuss.

Answer your child’s natural curiosity with openness and honesty. Use plain and respectful language when talking about a person with disabilities.

TALKING POINTS

“He uses a wheelchair so he can get around, just like you use your legs to walk.”

BASIC IDEAS TO SHARE

• You can’t catch a disability from someone.
• No two people are exactly the same. Some differences are more noticeable than others.
• A disability is just one trait a person may have. Each has his or her own likes and dislikes, strengths and challenges.
• People can be born with a disability or get one because of a health condition or injury.
• Remember that kids with disabilities are like all kids: they want friends, respect and to be included.
• Just because a person has a disability doesn’t mean that they don’t think and have feelings just like you.
• People with disabilities can do many of the same things you can. They may need help, special gear or more time, but they can achieve many of the same tasks.
NO JOKE

Let your child know that joking, name-calling and bullying are not to be tolerated in any form. Kids with disabilities often have a hard enough time without the jokes and ridicule they’re likely to hear. Tell your child that name-calling and using words like “retarded” and “dumb” are mean and hurtful. Teach your child to say sorry when he or she has hurt another child’s feelings.

Get the word out

These words are hurtful and should never be used to describe someone with a disability:

- Crippled
- Retarded
- Handicapped
- Dumb
- Invalid
- Deformed

Don’t use these words and make sure your child is not using them either.

TALKING POINTS

“I saw you looking at that little boy who is a wheelchair user. His muscles don’t work like ours do. The wheelchair helps him get to the same places we need to get to.”

DON’T STARE... ASK!

Ask if your child has questions when seeing a person with a disability. Staring is often rude and can make the person stared at feel uncomfortable. Most would rather you ask questions than simply stare and wonder.

Be Matter-Of-Fact

You don’t need to go into great detail or become emotional as you explain. Sometimes the approach that’s straight ahead and simplest is best.

TALKING POINTS

“His wheelchair helps him to get around because he may have difficulty walking or can’t walk.”

Growing up wasn’t really all that different for me. I liked to swim, travel, play with my pup and go camping!

Focus On What’s the Same

A kid is a kid. Even if he has a disability, stress to your child what he or she has in common with the classmate, relative or neighbor. Maybe it’s the same hobbies or sports teams, same age, same school, same favorite foods, tv shows or movies. Focus on the ways in which we’re the same instead of different and your child will understand and learn to accept.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th><strong>DO...</strong></th>
<th><strong>DON'T...</strong></th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| **KEEP YOUR EXPLANATIONS SHORT AND SIMPLE, ESPECIALLY WITH YOUNGER KIDS.**  
“He uses a wheelchair because he has trouble walking.” | **SCOLD YOUR CHILD FOR ASKING.**  
Asking questions about things they don’t understand is natural and should be encouraged. |
| **TALK ABOUT IT IN PRIVATE.**  
Sometimes answering all of your child’s questions will go beyond the public setting. It’s a good idea to sit down at home and further discuss the matter. | **TREAT DISABILITY AS SOMETHING BAD OR WRONG.**  
It’s an unfortunate part of life but it’s not something that should be looked at negatively. |
| **MAKE THE TALK AGE-SPECIFIC.**  
Short and sweet is good for the younger kids, but older ones may need more info. Don’t be afraid to explore the topic at greater lengths with your older children. | **THINK ALL DISABILITIES CAN BE SEEN.**  
Just because they can’t see a disability doesn’t mean it isn’t there. Teach your kids that there are different kinds of disabilities, some that can be seen and some not. |
| **KEEP RESEARCHING AND BE READY.**  
Get ready for the talk by doing some basic research beforehand. Know the difference between paraplegic and quadriplegic, for example. Have a plan for looking up answers to your child’s questions that you may not know. | **ASSUME A PERSON WITH A DISABILITY NEEDS OR WANTS HELP.**  
Though things people without disabilities take for granted may seem hard for those with disabilities, they are doing things the way they know how, on their own terms and in their own time. |
| **LAY DOWN SOME BASIC RULES.**  
Remind them that staring, pointing and yelling “What’s the matter with them?!?” is never right. | **LEAN OR HANG ON SOMEONE’S WHEELCHAIR.**  
Wheelchairs are an extension of personal space. Your kids wouldn’t want someone sitting on their desk while they’re trying to work. Respect a person’s belongings. |
SET APART THE PERSON FROM THE CONDITION

It is not correct to refer to someone with autism as “the autistic person.” A person with diabetes is not a “diabetic.” Nor is someone with asthma an “asthmatic.” We as people aren’t defined by our conditions and disabilities. She’s just a child with autism. He’s just a man with diabetes. She’s just a young girl with asthma. Put “PEOPLE” first!

ALL DIFFERENT IN SOME WAY

Remember the old saying, “Treat others the way you would want to be treated”? It’s still good advice, especially when it comes to your outlook on those with disabilities. It’s a good lesson to teach your child and a perfect starting point. We’re all different. Some of us wear glasses to help us see, hearing aids to help us hear, dentures to help us chew and so on.

RECOGNIZING AND RESPECTING ASSISTIVE GEAR

A Special Job to Do

Your child may think someone’s wheelchair is cool and fun. But it’s not a toy or an amusement park ride. Your child may want to pet and play with a service dog, but it’s got a very special job to do. Equipment used by people with disabilities serves a purpose. Help your child understand and respect the special gear.

TALKING POINT

“Wheelchairs help people with certain disabilities get where they need to go.”

TALKING POINT

“Sometimes people need a Personal Care Assistant. This is a person who helps people with disabilities with their daily activities.”

TALKING POINT

“Service animals are trained to help people with many types of disabilities.”
WHEN YOUR CHILD HAS A DISABILITY

Help your child embrace his or her abilities
Focus on the positives of what your child can do, rather than what he or she can’t do or is limited in doing.

Learn about the disability
The more you know about your child’s disability, the more you can help your child and yourself.

Turn challenges into successes
Finding other ways to do tasks is the key to everyday successes. Like Ian in our story, overcoming obstacles and figuring out other ways of getting places and doing things was rewarding.

Learn from the pros and other parents
Your child’s special needs may be different from others, but most likely they’re the same as other kids who have conquered their obstacles. Use doctors, therapists and other parents of children with disabilities for their knowledge and experience.

LEARN ABOUT HOW TECHNOLOGY CAN HELP

Medical science and technology has advanced greatly in recent years. These advancements in mobility gear, communication devices and other adaptive tools can vastly improve the life of a person with disabilities.

WORK WITH TEACHERS AND SPECIAL NEEDS EDUCATORS

Develop a game plan, schedule, rules and specialized lesson plan to help teach your child. Figure out what methods work best and which ones don’t work at all. Keep an open avenue of communication with these educators at all times.

BE PATIENT

Stay positive and optimistic. Don’t rush to find answers and force your child to adapt or deal with barriers before his or her time. Your child is like any other and has a lifetime in which to learn and grow.
DISABILITY SUPPORT GROUPS

There are many support groups available, both in your community and online, for people with disabilities and parents of kids with disabilities. Go online and search out the ones that are best for you and your situation, as well as your schedule. Support groups offer ideas and answers from members going through the same things you are. Share your questions and concerns and offer your own answers. The results will be rewarding.

RETURN OF THE TEST

Once your child has finished reading Darby Bolngg Has an Adventure and Meets a Person With Disabilities, have him or her take the test again at the end of the book. See what they learned that they may not have known before reading the book.

Hopefully you and your child are more aware of the abilities and needs that a person with disabilities may have. You’ve helped your child learn, grow and become more accepting of a subject that may have been unknown before.

RESOURCES

Disability.gov

Easter Seals Disability Services
easterseals.com

Support for Families of Children with Disabilities
supportforfamilies.org

National Center for Learning Disabilities
ncld.org

Parents Helping Parents
php.com

Federation for Children With Special Needs
fcsn.org
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Turning disabilities into abilities is everyone’s concern!

Use this book to help teach your child about:

- Disability acceptance
- Right and wrong words to use
- Focusing on similarities
- Disability etiquette
- Assistive gear
- Resources and more

Hi, I’m Ian. Life with a disability has its challenges, but it hasn’t stopped me from doing the things I want to do and living out my dreams of helping others. I hope this book brings about awareness and turns disabilities into abilities!

Written and Created by Michelle Bain
Illustrated and Designed by Fox Smith

Made in the USA

Keep the planet healthy! This book was printed on recycled paper!
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